
Rain Arch™

When you’re rinsing or delivering a finishing application like RO, wax or drying agent, it can be beneficial to 
‘flood’ the vehicle surface with a saturating delivery that eliminates airborne mist. This is where the Rain Arch™ 
comes in. The nozzle-free design provides a free-falling application with minimal misting.

Crafted of stainless steel, the Rain Arch™ accommodates a wide variety of chemical formulations, for the 
ultimate in application flexibility. Its single-piece manifold is virtually maintenance-free with zero moving 
parts. Laser-cut precision ensures that every Rain Arch™ also delivers consistent performance.

An easy upgrade for any tunnel, the Rain Arch™ features a zero-footprint design. Simply mount the 
Rain Arch™ to any existing 4x4 aluminum arch, Belanger Chameleon® arch, or even the ceiling – 
and immediately start enjoying the benefits of improved rinsing or other finishing applications.

The Rain Arch™ helps keep mist out of the drying area, which helps dryers work more efficiently, 
and produce drier cars faster. That means the Rain Arch™ is one upgrade with multiple benefits – 
better rinsed, better finished and better dried cars – all in less time!
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Physical Examples

REQUIREMENTS

Utility Examples
Water Requirements             3/4” Feed(s)
     

Rain Arch™

OPTIONAL CONFIGURATIONS

Fast Saturating Application
Laser-cut precision holes 
deliver a free-falling, rain shower- 
like delivery, with minimal mist

Stainless-Steel Design
Safely supports your chemical 
application preferences

Simple, Clean & Flexible
With a near-zero footprint, 
the Rain Arch™ can be easily 
incorporated into any 
wash configuration

Flexible Mounting Options
Enable you to add the Rain 
Arch™ to other existing wash 
components, or even your wash 
ceiling, in just minutes

Choice Of Delivery Volume
Choose from 100, 200 or 
300 hole Rain Arch™ designs 
(Rendering shown with 
200 design)

ChameleonTM Arch not included

Vehicle Height Clearance 7’ 6”
(When using a Belanger mounting option)

Single Rain Arch Mount Double Rain Arch Mount Triple Rain Arch Mount
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